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When it comes to commanding the trail, having 
a Rocky Ridge lifted truck opens you up to 
completely new types of terrain. These custom 
vehicles are designed specifically to tackle 
anything that gets in their way while still 
handling well on the highway.

Nissan is proud to present its lineup of available 
Rocky Ridge designed trucks. These customized 
Nissan models will offer you superb handling and 
style all while soaking up bumps in the road with 
no problem.
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What is Rocky Ridge?

Rocky Ridge Trucks is a company that customizes trucks and SUVs, so 
they feature lifted suspension systems and larger wheels. These vehicle 
 are redesigned to feature bold style and expertly tuned handling when 
off the road.

In addition to conquering nature, Rocky Ridge Trucks are designed to drive 
on the road the same way they would at factory specifications. You won’t 
encounter any change in handling moving from dirt to pavement as driving 
these trucks is nothing if not smooth.

This custom truck company has been building these vehicles for over 30 years, 
meaning they know their way around a suspension system. When you drive an 
official Rocky Ridge Truck, you’ll experience a finely tuned ride that’s perfect for 
handling nature’s biggest challenges.
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Why Choose Rocky Ridge Trucks?

There’s a lot of extra functionality that comes with driving a lifted truck,  
and Rocky Ridge provides lift kits that are well suited for any driving condition. 
Lifting allows your vehicle to give you a higher seating position while also 
providing a better ground clearance for off-roading. The added height also 
opens you up for larger wheels, making ruts easy to roll over.

Overall, when you want to make sure that your car is fully prepared to drive 
along dirt and mud, you want a lifted suspension system. However, when you 
want to make sure your lifted suspension system is tuned to drive anywhere, 
you want to choose a Rocky Ridge vehicle.
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Nissan TITAN XD Models

The Nissan TITAN XD is a large, robust truck, but put it in the hands of Rocky 
Ridge and you have a vehicle capable of anything. This truck comes standard 
with a large 5.6L V8 engine, which can produce up to 390 horsepower and 
394 lb-ft of torque. This powertrain is able to give drivers up to 11,680 pounds 
of towing capability.1

Drivers also have the option to choose a Cummins® 5.0L V8 Turbo Diesel for 
their powertrain. This engine gives us up to 310 horsepower and 555 lb-ft of 
torque for some exceptional capabilities. Plus, with a maximum towing 
potential of 12,430 pounds, you’ll be well equipped for any hard work.1

Rocky Ridge brings us three versions of the Nissan TITAN XD, which builds off 
of this strong baseline. Each of these trucks come with a 6-inch Rocky Ridge 
Suspension Lift Kit with 2.0 Nitrogen Charged Rear Shocks. Additionally, these 
vehicles are tuned with Four Wheel Alignment, Road Force Balancing, and 
Hypertech System Calibration.

In addition, all Rocky Ridge versions of the Nissan TITAN XD are equipped 
with 20-inch Off-Road Wheels and 35-inch Mickey Thompson ATZ P3 Tires. 
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Nissan TITAN XD Stealth

To upgrade the Nissan TITAN XD for the Stealth model of this truck, Rocky 
Ridge set out to give this truck a stylish confidence that owns the road. 
This truck is also designed with some unique features, including a Vengeance 
Low Profile Front Bumper and a 20-inch Rigid Radiance LED Light Bar for 
some added visibility when winching.

Speaking of winching, this truck comes with a Winch Bumper Upgrade that 
adds some nice utility to this truck. The Stealth version of the Nissan TITAN 
XD exudes restrained strength and utility that gives it a confident aggression 
you’ll see with one look at this vehicle.

Nissan TITAN XD K2

For the Nissan TITAN XD K2, it has been equipped to tackle nature at its 
toughest. Named after the “Second Tallest Mountain in the World,” this truck 
is designed to handle weather with a confidence that defies the elements.

This truck uses standard Black Ceramic Exhaust Tips and a Rocky 
Ridge Performance Muffler for added style as well as a more efficient 
exhaust system.
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Nissan TITAN XD Altitude

For the Nissan TITAN XD Altitude edition, drivers will be treated to some extra 
convenience with a standard powered Stainless Side Step system. In addition 
to providing superior lift and handling, you’ll have convenient and attractive 
side steps giving you a way down.

Nissan TITAN Models

When it comes to versatility, the Nissan TITAN is designed to be suitable for a 
variety of purposes, from working to traveling to a campsite for the weekend. 
With a standard 5.6L V8 engine, you’ll be equipped to generate 390 horsepower 
and 394 lb-ft of torque. This truck is able to tow up to 9,660 pounds with ease 
using this engine.1
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Nissan TITAN K2

The Nissan TITAN K2 is a vehicle designed to handle off-roading with an 
absolute confidence you don’t find much elsewhere. This truck provides 
drivers with 20-inch Black Off-Road Wheels with 35-inch All Terrain Tires. 
You’ll be able to absorb just about any bump in the road with a mix of 
these tires and this high suspension lift.

Additionally, this truck features a 304 Stainless Steel Dual Exhaust system 
with a unique Flowmaster Super 40 Muffler. When equipped with this exhaust 
system, your vehicle will be able to manage power and emissions with 
absolute ease.
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Nissan TITAN Stealth

For a stylish towing machine, the Nissan TITAN Stealth is equipped with the 
Winch Bumper Upgrade and 20-inch Rigid Radiance LED light bar to make 
hitching a breeze. This truck also comes with Painted Pocked Fender Flares 
for some added style.

Unique to this stealth model is the use of a Rocky Ridge Performance Muffler 
with Black Ceramic Exhaust Tips. This exhaust system is designed to give 
it a bold style that complements the rest of the vehicle while enhancing 
performance under pressure.

Nissan TITAN X-Package

Purists of the Nissan TITAN will enjoy the X-Package version from Rocky Ridge. 
This custom truck provides all the lifting and off-road enhancements while 
also providing minimalist upgrades to the truck’s aesthetics.

You’ll enjoy a standard Matte Finished Exterior and a Custom Fade Painted 
Exterior. This truck also features a Rocky Ridge Tailgate Emblem and 
windshield banner.
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Nissan Armada 

When you want a vehicle that can bring a group of people along with you on 
a trip, you want to have a full-size SUV with you. The Nissan Armada is a large 
vehicle that features three rows of seats with enough seating for eight people.

This SUV is also a great choice for large camping groups due to its available 
maximum towing capacity of 8,500 pounds.1 There are also unique safety 
features, such as the Intelligent Rear-View Mirror. This feature uses a camera 
to display what’s behind you on your rearview mirror when your cargo or 
people are blocking your view.

Nissan Armada Z3

If you’ve ever wanted to take the Nissan Armada off the road, Rocky Ridge 
has a response for you. The Nissan Armada Z3 is designed with a 3-inch 
Suspension Lift Kit that enhances its ground clearance for traversing off-road 
obstacles. This vehicle will also be upgraded to use standard 20-inch Off-Road 
Wheels to glide over ruts and potholes.

In addition, this SUV will also receive standard tuning, including Road Force 
Balancing and Four Wheel Alignment. Finally, drivers will have a Rocky Ridge 
Tailgate Emblem with a Rocky Ridge windshield banner and a choice between 
a black or stainless exhaust tip.
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Nissan Frontier

The Nissan Frontier is all about flexibility. As a midsize truck, it enjoys the 
utility that a pickup can provide while also featuring a comfortable size. This is 
a vehicle designed for comfortable off-roading—a feature which Rocky Ridge 
can only enhance.

This vehicle comes standard with a 2.5L 4-cylinder engine with 152 
horsepower and 171 lb-ft of torque. You’ll enjoy a standard towing capacity of 
3,800 pounds when using this vehicle, making it easy to bring a small personal 
watercraft or pop-up tent trailer with you.1

If you want some extra towing power, the available 4.0L V6 engine will provide 
you the power that you’re looking for. When this powertrain is under your 
hood, you’ll have up to 261 horsepower and 281 lb-ft of torque. Best of all,  
this engine is able to let you tow up to 6,690 pounds of cargo behind you.1
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Nissan Frontier Z3

To further enhance this truck’s off-road prowess, Rocky Ridge has upgraded 
it with a 2.5-inch Suspension Lift Kit. This vehicle also features Front Tower 
Extensions and Rear Shackles for even further utility.

Drivers will also enjoy the added peace of mind from LED Fog Lights that come 
with this custom design. Overall, Rocky Ridge adds extra features that further 
make the Nissan Frontier a car that’s well suited to take on the trail.

Learn More About the Nissan Rocky Ridge Lineup

Having a car that’s off-road-ready is a freeing experience and when you’re 
driving using a Nissan Rocky Ridge model, you’ll be fully prepared. Explore our 
website to learn more about what Nissan’s Rocky Ridge lineup has to offer.

1 Towing capability varies by configuration. See Nissan Towing Guide and Owner’s Manual for additional information.


